Please complete IN FULL:

Section 1  Name (Dr., Professor, Ms., etc.)

Address

City    State/Country   Zip

Telephone    Fax    E-mail

College, University, Business, or Professional Affiliation (Please include Institution and Department):

Section 2  SUBMISSION CHECKLIST

Title of submission:

I have emailed to APPE@indiana.edu:

Submissions (excluding Panels and Awards) must include:

☐ Summary paragraph (abstract) for the Abstracts publication
☐ 500 word BLIND abstract (or full BLIND paper for awards)
☐ Title page with author name(s) and institution(s)

Special Paper Competitions (Awards)

☐ Summary paragraph (abstract) for the Abstracts publication
☐ Full BLIND paper
☐ Title page with author name and institution

For Panels Only

☐ Session (500 word) abstract
☐ individual presenter(s) abstract(s)

Please list all participants not listed above (name, email, and institution):

Section 3  SUBMISSION CATEGORY

Please, select ONE option from the lists below.

All submissions (except award categories and book submissions) require a 500 word abstract (with title page) for review and a summary paragraph to be included in the Abstracts publication (title and author included.)

☐ Formal
☐ Panel Discussion
☐ Case Study
☐ Pedagogical Demonstration
☐ Poster
☐ Creative Arts (e.g. short play, poetry, or fiction)

Please add description of Creative Arts Presentation:

Special Paper Competition (Awards)

Award Categories require a full paper submission (with title page) and summary paragraph to be included in the Abstracts publication (title and author included.)

☐ Pre-College Ethics Paper Competition
☐ Early Career Scholar Paper Competition
☐ Muskavitch Graduate Paper Competition
☐ Graduate Student Paper Competition
☐ Undergraduate Paper Competition

Author Submission

☐ Lunch with an Author
☐ Author Meets the Critics

I have mailed to APPE:

☐ my book submission OR ☐ requested my publisher to do so